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2014, and 2015 year
classes. Most walleye
captured during
September 2017 were age-2 (12 in. to 14 in.) and ageGame and Fish personnel with a yellow perch netted on Boysen this fall.
3 (15 in. to 17 in.; Figure 1). The high numbers of age2 and age-3 fish is a good sign for the near future of Boysen walleye fishing.
Yellow perch abundance has increased in recent years, which has lead to
better fishing. Boysen Reservoir is known for producing large yellow perch,
and this year should be no different. Almost 25% of the yellow perch
sampled in 2017 were 9 inches or larger.
Many sauger were caught by Boysen anglers during the last two ice fishing
seasons, and the 2017/2018 season should be no different. Good numbers
of age-2 (12 in. to 14 in.) and age-3 (15 in. to 18 in.) fish were observed by
biologists in September 2017. Sauger captured by Boysen anglers may be
the result of stocking or natural reproduction. Sauger are native to the

Figure 1. Length frequency of walleye captured in
Boysen Reservoir gill nets, September 2017.
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Wind River drainage and the population has historically been
maintained by natural reproduction; however, the species was stocked
from 2013 – 2016 because extremely low numbers were observed from
2009 – 2011.
Boysen rainbow trout numbers were the highest observed since 2008
(Figure 2); however, size and condition decreased in 2017. Anglers may
notice that trout are skinnier than in past years. Algal blooms were
common in Boysen Reservoir for most of the summer. The poor water
transparency made it harder for fish to see food and interfered with
foraging. Water transparency will improve during winter and should
result in better conditions for
fish. The Boysen Reservoir
rainbow trout fishery is
provided by stocking
catchable sized (10 in.) fish
raised in our hatcheries. To
minimize walleye predation,
rainbow trout are stocked in
North Platte Walleye volunteers helping in 2016.
October. Studies have
determined that walleye predation decreases when larger trout are stocked
during late fall when lower water temperatures decrease the metabolism of
Figure 2. Mean catch rates for RBT in gill nets
most fish species.
(2007-2017), Boysen Reservoir. Error bars represent 90% confidence intervals.

If you don’t know, let it go!
Creel limits in the Wind River drainage are different for
sauger (2) and walleye (6). Note the differences on the
left. Please check your regulations for limits, storage
and transportation regulations on these fish.
Did you catch a tagged sauger?
Let us know. Write down their
unique id on the tag, note your
location, and give us a call at
307-332-2688.
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Beside the Public
Kynoch brothers

Wyoming is home to
and hosts thousands of
hunters each year and
a lot of those spend
time hunting in
Fremont County.
Some of those have
been at it for decades
and have contributed
thousands of dollars to
local economies as
well as made several
friends along the way. Ed with a buck harvested near Lander.
Ed and John hunting as “youngsters”
John and Ed Kynoch
currently reside in California and have been hunting in Fremont County every year
for 18 years. John and Ed (76-year-old twin brothers) have hunted around the
country since the 50’s, but once they came to Wyoming they knew they didn’t
want to hunt anywhere else. While staying and hunting in the Lander and Dubois
areas they have befriended numerous area landowners, business owners,
Department employees, and other hunters as well as donated to the local Muley
Fanatics chapter for habitat and mule deer research projects, the Whiskey
Mountain Conservation Camp renovation, the Forever Wild Family Program and
the learning centers at the Lander Regional Office. We would like to thank the
Kynoch’s for their continued support of Wyoming’s wildlife and look forward to
their return in 2018.
John with a buck harvested near Lander.

Behind the Badge
Avoiding conflicts with wildlife

With the imminent onset of winter, big game animals such as antelope, deer, moose, and elk are being seen more
frequently in lower elevation habitats, as well as in developed areas and along roadways and trails. Department
officials are asking residents to be aware, give animals room, and especially to keep their pets under control.
Wildlife are moving to their lower elevation winter ranges with increasing snow depths on the Wind River Mountains.
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Animals are seeking forage
and becoming more
concentrated and vulnerable
this time of year. In addition,
people are getting out
recreating on the same winter
range. This increases the
chances of conflicts between
people, dogs, and wildlife.
Wildlife officials are asking
residents to be wary and
exhibit patience when
encountering wildlife. South
Riverton Game Warden, Brad Gibb says “One thing we know is that dogs on the loose are going to eventually get into
trouble. And generally, ungulates are not going to pose a threat to anyone as long as we give them their space, control
our pets around them and so on. However, if an animal is charging people or posing a threat, we want to know about it
and will respond.”

Wildlife, such as moose and occasionally deer, can be potentially dangerous. Here are some
tips to help avoid a conflict:
 Always control pets while walking them and make sure there is no wildlife around before
letting animals out of the house.
 Always allow an animal an escape route.
 Never crowd an animal or surround it.
 Look for tracks or other signs of animals on trails, pathways, or around houses.

With the Carnivores
Grizzly Bear Discussions

Grizzly bears were officially delisted this summer and
are managed by the Game and Fish. This provided us
the unique opportunity to go to the public and listen to
their thoughts about grizzly bears and their future
management. The public was asked for insight into five
primary areas (monitoring, research, conflict
management, outreach and education, and hunting).
Large carnivore and regional personnel held town hall
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type meetings across Wyoming through November and December and the public anxiously attended to voice their
thoughts and hear other’s as well. The format allowed us to gather information from a wide spectrum of viewpoints to
drive our management of the species in Wyoming.
Despite contentious issues, people were respectful,
responsive, and creative in their comments. In areas where
we drew larger crowds, we broke the public into small
groups. This facilitated open and equal discussion among
the group. Overall the entire endeavor was extremely
positive and beneficial. Large carnivore personnel is
currently going through the multitude of comments
received and synthesizing major themes. Once finalized the
information gathered will be presented to our Commission
and the public and will be used to foster management
direction.
Some highlights we heard from the Lander meeting were:






Large carnivore crew collecting data from a grizzly bear they trapped.

Develop ways for citizens to help report bears (both conflicts and sightings).
Work with partners to help fund management and to continue research.
Increase education to reduce conflicts and for youth.
License allocation methods for a potential hunting season ran the gamut: quota, draw, preference points, raffle,
once in a lifetime.

In the Education
Learning about adaptations

The office was
buzzing with Lander
grade school
students recently as
they learned about
animal adaptations.
Students first visited
Two first graders discuss possible adaptations of
the office library and
animals that live in conifer forest habitats.
First graders in the library with making their own discoveries
spent time learning
about animal adaptations. .
about what adaptations are and how they help animals. Then they
got to try their hand at naming adaptations as they felt hides, skulls, and antlers. Lastly, they visited the dioramas in the
office’s Visitor Center and began to visualize the animals in their natural surroundings and discussed with each other
how their adaptations help them.
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In the Field
Retrieving collars proves quite an adventure

In March 2016, 20 female mule deer were
captured near Lander and outfitted with
GPS tracking collars. In November 2017,
reaching the end of their battery life, most
of the collars were remotely dropped. For
20 months the collars collected data on
where these mule deer have wandered.
Each collar collected an average of over
5,300 locations and has provided some eye
-opening information. Many of collared
deer spent the last year and a half in
almost the same area they were caught,
and yet others moved quite a distance between winter and summer habitats. The longest distance any of the deer
moved was about 35 miles from Beaver Creek/Beaver Rim area to the upper Sweetwater River near South Pass.
Retrieval of the dropped collars has been an adventure for staff. The first collar was found near Mexican Creek where it
was noted the healthy vegetation in the area should provide some good feed this winter. On that trip a huge Douglas
fir with an old cached deer carcass and an aspen with old bear claw scars were interesting finds to discover as well.
A Beaver Rim area collar was found where few deer summer and the shrubs in the area appeared to be in poor shape
as if heavily browsed. Further investigations this spring can hopefully provide answers
to the poor habitat conditions.
A Red Canyon collar dropped in an area where the main shrub is one we don’t think of
mule deer typically eating. It was an evergreen called snowbush ceanothus. The
snowbush looked to have been heavily browsed and one local hunter reported seeing
deer eating this same species for a two week period.

Long-tailed weasel near Twin Creek.

Lastly, a collar dropped in Skull Gulch near Twin
Creek, brought with it a long-tailed weasel
already in his full white coat without any snow
yet on the ground (Dec. 3). Coupling all the
collar data with some of the on the ground
habitat observations will give our biologists and
wardens some extra things to ponder this
winter.
Aspen tree with old bear claw marks.
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